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supplemented by a commentary both seek to emphasize how the teaching is what if god designed marriage to make you holy instead of happy what if your
relationship isn t as much about you and your spouse as it is about you and god in sacred marriage bestselling author gary thomas uncovers the ways that your
marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god and with each other join over one million others who have already uncovered thomas s tips for fostering a
sacred marriage within the pages of sacred marriage thomas invites you to see how god can use your relationship with your spouse as a discipline and a motivation
to love god more and reflect more of the character of his son in addition to life changing insights from scripture church history and time tested wisdom from
christian classics you ll find practical advice and techniques to make your marriage happier by becoming holier husbands and wives in sacred marriage thomas will
give you all of the tools you need to turn marital struggles into spiritual and personal appreciation love your spouse with a stronger sense of purpose confront your
weaknesses and sin in order to grow your relationship with god and with your spouse partner in the spiritual growth and character formation of your spouse
transform a tired marriage into a relationship filled with awe and respect thomas reveals that sacred marriages teach us to love god and others well by fostering a
healthy sex life a strong prayer life and a rich spiritual life god uses our marriages to help us grow in character in prayer in worship and in service we just have to
recognize that the purpose of marriage is holiness not happiness each copy also includes thought provoking discussion questions designed to spark conversation
between couples and small groups allowing you to dive deeper into the lessons that thomas shares in sacred marriage join the one million others who have already
started on their journey to transforming their relationship with their spouses and with their creator the title of this volume sacred marriages consciously plays with
the traditional concept of sacred marriage but the plural form sacred marriages gives the reader an idea that something more is at stake here than a monomaniacal
idea of manifestations deriving from a single prototype following the guidelines of one of the contributors ruben zimmermann the editors tentatively define sacred
marriage as a real or symbolic union of two complementary entities imagined as gendered in a religious context sacred marriages plural then refers to various
expressions of this kind of union in different cultures that seek to overcome to cite zimmermann again the great dualism of human and cosmic existence the subtitle
indicates that the contributors are primarily interested in different aspects of the divine human sexual metaphor that is the imagining and reenactment of a
gendered relationship between the human and divine worlds this metaphor which is essentially about relationship rather than sexual acts can find textual ritual
mythical and social expressions in different times and places indeed the sacred marriage ritual itself should be considered not a manifestation of the sacralized
power of sexuality experienced in sexual intercourse but one way of objectifying the divine human sexual metaphor caroline s intimate communications with jesus
and mary magdalene open a window on one of the greatest love stories ever told their messages full of heart and knowledge will heal humanity s fractured vision of
the sacred marriage apart from revealing their mission and the true nature of their relationship jesus and mary magdalene s teachings touch subjects like intuition
integrity discernment intimacy sexuality the cosmic orgasm and the re awakening of the feminine consciousness on earth in this time of global change this book
supplies its readers with a sound roadmap to go by couples can change the path of their marriage through the lessons on the purpose of marriage from the popular
book sacred marriage now in a gift format includes devotions excerpts from sacred marriage and scriptures from the new international version makes a perfect
wedding or shower gift the primary purpose of this study is to increase understanding of sumerian sacred marriage by approaching it from a comparative
perspective more generally it is hoped that the study will illustrate the fruitfulness of the comparative approach for the study of sumerian religion and royal ideology
and that it will prove useful to the other fields of study whose sources were used as the comparative evidence the comparative evidence includes sources from six
different fields of study assyriology first and second millennium love lyrics and rituals biblical studies the song of songs classics graeco roman philosophies chaldean
oracles gnostic studies jewish mysticism kabbalah and indology hindu rites and myths ancient egyptian and ugaritic evidence is also used part one of the study
presents and analyzes the primary evidence for the sumerian sacred marriage starting with the sumerian love song corpus also known as the dumuzi inanna di love
songs in addition to the love song corpus the evidence discussed in part one includes second millennium literary texts and royal inscriptions referring to a marital
relationship between the ruling king and inanna istar part two analyzes and discusses the constituent elements of the sumerian sacred marriage the actors of the
marriage and the timing and scene of the related ritual at this point some comparison with the parallel material is inevitable part three presents the comparative
evidence and a detailed analysis of the thematic elements shared by the different traditions this section also includes a discussion of the concept of the soul in
mesopotamia and in other parts of the ancient world concepts of the netherworld and afterlife in mesopotamia are also examined in this six session small group
bible study dvd digital video sold separately sacred marriage writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use marriage as a discipline and a
motivation to reflect more of the character of jesus your marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse it is a spiritual discipline ideally suited to
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help you know god more fully and intimately sacred marriage shifts the focus from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment in ways that can help you love your
mate more whether it is delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god everything about your marriage from the history you
and your spouse create to the love you share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek by turn is filled with the capacity to help you grow in christ s character
sessions include god s purpose for marriage more than we imagine the refining power of marriage the god centered spouse sacred history sexual saints marriage
the love laboratory designed for use with the sacred marriage video study sold separately the perfect gift for engaged newlywed or married couples this two in one
book and devotional from bestselling author gary thomas helps couples discover how marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god and each other
marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse from the love you share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek in turn it is a spiritual
discipline ideally suited to help you know god more fully and intimately shifting the focus from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment thomas offers practical
tools and techniques to make your marriage happier by becoming holier husbands and wives this special edition two in one book and devotional includes sacred
marriage starting with the discovery that the goal of marriage goes beyond personal happiness writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use
your marriage as a discipline and a motivation to love him more and reflect more of the character of his son devotions for a sacred marriage a companion to sacred
marriage this book of 52 devotions encourages you to build your marriage around god s priorities from learning to live with a fellow sinner to the process of two
becoming one to sharing our lives as brothers and sisters in christ devotions for a sacred marriage challenges couples to embrace the profound and soul stretching
reality of christian marriage deepen your relationship with your partner through honoring the goddess and god within each of you follow a step by step plan to build
a sacred relationship via meditating celebrating life s cycles practicing sacred sexuality and more includes over a dozen beautiful wiccan rituals written especially
for couples including the powerful sacred marriage ceremony do you consider your marriage to be holy what if holier meant having a happier marriage your
marriage is more than a sacred covenant with your spouse it is a relationship god uses to help you know him more trust him more fully and love him more deeply
devotions for a sacred marriage written by gary thomas explores how god can reveal himself to you through your marriage and help you grow closer to him as well
as to your spouse this devotional provides 52 weekly devotions offering practical and biblical wisdom for nurturing your marriage as an expression of your love for
god insights that build upon principles to create a strong marriage marriage advice applicable for newlyweds and couples married for several years couples will
discover closure in ongoing marital issues simple tactics to handle disagreements ways to improve communication actionable ways individuals can identify their
strengths and weaknesses devotions for a sacred marriage invites you to experience life as god created it and called you to live it sacred marriage is a book for
lovers it offers commentary on the song of songs that is at once visual and textual aiming to delight the eye and enrich the spirit it contains a contemporary
translation of the song and the classic king james version as well as a line by line commentary here is a perfect wedding or engagement gift god calls women to
influence and move their husbands in positive ways applying the concepts from his bestseller sacred marriage gary thomas offers a view through a man s eyes here
s the inside scoop on what men find motivating with inspiring real life stories of women who are employing this knowledge to transform their marriages sacred
influence doesn t flinch from difficult marital problems but by using this faith focused approach you ll see how to help your husband become the man god intends
him to be at the same time god will shape you to be the woman he designed you to be god has given godly women a wonderful power to influence and encourage
their husbands what s the secret this book will provide challenges examples and hope to women who want to love their husbands well and be loved well in return
dennis rainey president of family life considers that god s primary intent for marriage is not to promote happiness as much as it is to promote holiness citing within
marriage the potiential for enabling each partner to discover and reveal christ s character reprint dionysos one of the most misunderstood of the gods is a masculine
energy that brings us back to life and vitality in a way that includes deep partnership with the feminine through the exploration of the love story of ariadne and
dionysos alchemy of the heart takes us on an archetypal adventure into an ancient world where the dance of masculine and feminine ignites fullness of being in both
men and women from the shadowy labyrinth of minos to the sacred initiation chamber at pompeii alchemy of the heart travels the landscape of both the outer world
and the inner psyche as it points the way past contemporary hedonism and pornography addiction into a dionysian world of joy vibrant sexuality and spiritual
transcendence a solid and important work of scholarship that is a must read for those doing depth psychological work aguilar mines the myth of dionysos and
ariadne for its insights into expanding jungian notions about the animus and a woman s journey to wholeness in the process she updates jungian thought to match
emerging ways of seeing gender the feminine and the masculine in our time carol s pearson ph d author of persephone rising the hero within and awakening the
heroes within former president of pacifica graduate institute joseph campbell showed us the mythic mysteries now marina aguilar unlocks the secrets of ecstatic
teachings alchemy of the heart is a breakthrough work on our divine connection to nature and the playful wisdom of the body jonathan young ph d psychologist
founding curator joseph campbell archives a superb study of the myth of dionysos through the lens of jung s spiritual alchemy focusing on the sacred marriage of
dionysos and ariadne the author illuminates the journey to wholeness both horizontal and vertical revealing a power to heal not only a broken psyche but a broken
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world aguilar s meditative exegesis on the dionysian initiation chamber in the villa of mysteries at pompeii is a model of transcendence at the heart of plato s noetic
philosophy this is a penetrating reading bringing to life an ancient yet timeless myth michael p morrissey ph d author of consciousness and transcendence the
theology of eric voegelin marina aguilar received her master s degree in counseling psychology at pacifica graduate institute santa barbara and has been a
practicing depth psychotherapist and educator since 1990 she specializes in individuation as a spiritual as well as soul process her expertise in mythology
comparative religion spiritual alchemy and the ancient mystery school teachings serves as a valuable tool in working with archetypal themes as they emerge in day
to day life imagination art and dreams having lived in the united states mexico and europe her work bridges cultures continents and spiritual modalities and focuses
on increasing consciousness and wholeness within the individual and society as a whole this book represents a new direction in the study of religion and marriage
by using a postmodern theoretical framework focusing on gendered discourse and culture to examine the meaning of sacred marriage within social contexts
drawing upon data from in depth interviews of couples in long term sacred marriages living in the american midwest together with an analysis of christian marriage
advice manuals sacred marriages explores how couples use religious and nonreligious discourses and cultures to give their marriages meaning and how those
sacred meanings are used in their daily lives and the spaces that they embody the study shows how religious and secular beliefs are combined to formulate cultural
strategies for approaching the sacralization of marriage and how religious and nonreligious discourses and cultures are ordered depending on circumstances and
social contexts this often results in other relationships being subordinated in favour of the sacred bond believed to exist between husband and wife the book argues
that sacred marriage is a malleable concept as people bend religious culture to form new and altered sacred marriages during emotional extremes a thoughtful
examination of long term christian marriages this volume will appeal to scholars of religion and sociology with interests in marriage and the family in this six session
small group bible study sacred marriage writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use marriage as a discipline and a motivation to reflect
more of the character of jesus your marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse it is a spiritual discipline ideally suited to help you know god
more fully and intimately sacred marriage shifts the focus from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment in ways that can help you love your mate more whether it
is delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god everything about your marriage from the history you and your spouse create
to the love you share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek by turn is filled with the capacity to help you grow in christ s character in addition to life changing
insights you ll find a wealth of discussion questions in this participant s guide that will spark meaningful conversation in your group between you and your spouse or
to simply ponder by yourself you ll also find self assessments activities and highlights all created to help you engage deeply and prayerfully with the content of this
study sessions include god s purpose for marriage more than we imagine 24 30 the refining power of marriage 12 30 the god centered spouse 17 30 sacred history
21 00 sexual saints 23 00 marriage the love laboratory 20 30 this pack contains one participant s guide and one dvd this study is based on an application of jungian
psychology to the love theme in the central books of the faerie queene it elucidates the connection that spenser makes between spiritual unfolding and the
complementary interaction of the masculine and feminine throughout the poem originally presented as the author s thesis doctoral university of zurich 1990 91 this
book is all about understanding the true meaning of sacred marriage and divine love for creating the soulmate relationships with the spouse and god a true love
never runs smoothly therefore everyone has to learn about how to make the path of loving relationship smooth and how to turn his her mate into a soulmate for
moving together on this path of marriage happily this is possible only when one learns not only the fun and enjoyable parts of marriage but also the difficult parts
which frustrate him or her sometimes to understand each other properly this book will help the reader to understand all these issues at deeper levels one by one as
listed below grand design of god of men and womenhow to activate physical mental spiritual emotional and sexual energiespurpose of sacred marriagebuilding good
relationships with everyoneenhancing marital relationship through intimacy love and sexunderstanding universal spiritual lawscreating soulmate relationships with
the spouse and godproper sex education for everyonetransmutation of sexual energy happy is good holy is better your marriage is more than a sacred covenant with
another person it is a spiritual discipline designed to help you know god better trust him more fully and love him more deeply what if god s primary intent for your
marriage isn t to make you happy but holy sacred marriage doesn t just offer techniques to make a marriage happier it does contain practical tools but what married
christians most need is help in becoming holier husbands and wives sacred marriage offers that help with insights from scripture church history time tested wisdom
from christian classics and examples from today s marriages sacred marriage reveals how marriage trains us to love god and others well how it exposes sin and
makes us more aware of god s presence how good marriages foster good prayer how married sex feeds the spiritual life and more the revised edition of sacred
marriage takes into account the ways men s and women s roles have expanded since the book was first written it has been streamlined to be a faster read without
losing the depth that so many readers have valued sacred marriage uncovers the mystery of god s overarching purpose this book may very well alter profoundly the
contours of your marriage it will most certainly change you because whether it is delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with
god and to a spiritual integrity that like salt seasons the world around you with the savor of christ spanish edition how god uses marriage as a discipline and
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motivation to love him more and reflect the character of his son every day in simple ways we can make ourselves available to fully see through eyes of love the inner
journey of no distance to illumined awareness leads us to seeing the sacredness in all creation and in the spaces in between revering everything even what we may
at first have perceived as mundane or insignificant we understand the creative power of our thoughts words and actions and their impact on ourselves and our
planet we deeply understand the significance of our part in creating a radiant world our multi faceted multi dimensional ever glowing inner light of infinite wisdom
is here now awaiting our acknowledgement acceptance and embrace pin pointed in the golden now our every step is guided by the virtues of the divine love that we
are merging our polarities and fragments and returning to wholeness oneness alchemically creating heaven on earth the inner and outer are one through every
chapter we rise up and up and go out and deep within reaching infinity our feet are firm from here i see marriage h g wells happy is good holy is better your
marriage is in excess of a sacrosanct pledge with someone else it is an otherworldly discipline intended to assist you with knowing god better trust him all the more
completely and love him all the more profoundly consider the possibility that god s essential expectation for your marriage isn t to fulfill you yet heavenly sacrosanct
marriage doesn t simply offer procedures to make a marriage more joyful it contains reasonable devices yet what wedded christians most need is help in becoming
holier married couples consecrated marriage offers that assistance with bits of knowledge from scripture church history dependable insight from christian works of
art and models from the present relationships sacrosanct marriage uncovers how marriage trains us to adore god and others well how it uncovered sin and makes
us more mindful of god s essence how acceptable relationships encourage great supplication how hitched sex takes care of the profound life and then some the
reexamined release of sacred marriage considers the ways people s jobs have extended since the book was first composed it has been smoothed out to be a quicker
perused without losing the profundity that such countless perusers have esteemed holy marriage uncovers the secret of god s general reason this book might just
adjust significantly the shapes of your marriage it will unquestionably transform you since whether it is wonderful or troublesome your marriage can turn into an
entryway to a nearer walk with god and to an otherworldly trustworthiness that similar to salt seasons your general surroundings with the relish of christ and was
originally published in 1912 herbert george wells was born on september 21st 1866 at atlas house 46 high street bromley kent he was the youngest of four siblings
and his family affectionately knew him as bertie the first few years of his childhood were spent fairly quietly and wells didnt display much literary interest until in
1874 he accidentally broke his leg and was left to recover in bed largely entertained by the library books his father regularly brought him through these wells found
he could escape the boredom and misery of his bed and convalescence by exploring the new worlds he encountered in these books from these humble beginnings
began a career that was after several delays to be seen as one of the most brilliant of modern english writers able to write comfortably in a number of genres he was
especially applauded for his science fiction works such as the time machine and war of the worlds but his forays into the social conditions of the times with classics
such as kipps were almost as commercially successful his short stories are miniature masterpieces many of which bring new and incredible ideas of science fiction
to the edge of present day science fact wells also received four nominations for the nobel prize in literature despite a strong and lasting second marriage his affairs
with other women also brought the complications of fathering other children his writings and work against fascism as well as the promotion of socialism brought
him into increasing doubts with and opposition to religion his writings on what the world could be in works such as a modern utopia are thought provoking as well
as being plausible especially when viewed from the distressing times they were written in his diabetic condition pushed him to create what is now the largest
diabetes charity in the united kingdom wells even found the time to run twice for parliament it was a long distinguished and powerfully successful career by the
time he died aged 79 on august 13th 1946 with a history that of open marriages staggering divorce rates single parent homes shacking up with significant others
and living together and often troubled blended families it seems that the option of a happy life long marriage no longer exists in today s secularized feminized world
of radical individualism yet hidden under this shabby veneer most persons still long for something still desire real meaning still feel the pull towards permanence a
romantic ideal to be completed it just won t go away this ideal real marriage survives as a dream though this joyful state cannot be found in any of the alternatives
available from a secular world that s devoid of absolutes and allows any unhappy permutation is there any hope there is but it doesn t lie in constantly trying to
redefine marriage and consistently failing to make anyone s life better it lies in returning to what sacred marriage was always meant to be a sacrament of life that
however can only be found if we return to being what we ourselves were always meant to be spiritual beings that are larger than the material world and actually
grasp what it means to love and risk loving want to know how look inside the bestselling author of sacred marriage offers hope to women who want to strengthen
and transform their marriages into the profoundly deep relationships god intended women you re not alone in your marriage you never have been and you never will
be while it may not always feel like it god wants you to have a relationally healthy emotionally engaged and spiritually mature husband in loving him well previously
titled sacred influence gary thomas builds on concepts from his bestselling book sacred marriage to reveal the inner workings of a man s heart and mind he delves
into scriptures that help women gain biblical insight to influence their husbands exploring the research of neuroscientists trained counselors and abuse victim
advocates gary also interviews dozens of wives to find what has worked and what hasn t as they ve sought to build the best marriage possible with new stories and
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fresh illustrations to help wives understand love and influence their husbands loving him well offers encouragement biblically based support and practical
applications for the transformation of your marriage drawing you and your husband closer together the way god intended perfect for women in good marriages who
want a great marriage women who feel invisible or marginalized in their marriage engaged or newly married women who want to start investing in their marriage
from the start you ll discover the influence you can gain and the peace of mind you can build when you go first to god for your worth validation protection and
provision and then learn how to use that platform to help your husband draw closer to you and closer to god loving him well includes study questions at the end of
each chapter and is also available in spanish amándolo bien have you ever wondered whether your marriage could have an impact beyond yourself and your
immediate family this question became embedded in our minds after listening to a talk by gary thomas author of sacred marriage a lifelong love on a christian radio
channel where he asked listeners to ponder the question of whether god created marriage for our holiness rather than for our happiness the idea for this marriage
programme was therefore birthed from pondering the question what if the sacred art of marriage explores married life as an art studio with fifty two tools to
creatively craft your spiritual life together drawing upon the fourth chapter of the rule of st benedict this book offers married couples fifty two weeks of spiritual
practices and ancient wisdom to deepen your marriage newlywed couples planning and preparing for married life will encounter in this book a variety of creative
plans and patterns to put into practice including daily weekly seasonal and annual patterns of healthy married living journeying through a year of marriage readers
move seasonally through this four part book from summer into fall through winter and around to spring in the sacred art of marriage you ll discover ancient wisdom
and practical ways to deepen your spiritual life together across seasons as you grow together in god s gift of marriage pernikahan anda lebih dari sebuah perjanjian
yang kudus dengan seseorang pernikahan anda adalah sebuah disiplin rohani yang dirancang untuk menolong anda mengenal tuhan lebih baik memercayai nya
lebih penuh dan mengasihi nya lebih dalam sacred marriage diakui sebagai sebuah karya modern yang setara dengan berbagai literatur klasik perspektifnya yang
unik dan menginspirasi tentang pernikahan sebagai sebuah disiplin rohani telah memengaruhi banyak pemimpin gereja guru guru di berbagai bidang dan ribuan
pembaca di seluruh dunia buku karya gary thomas ini tidak memberitahu anda bagaimana caranya membangun pernikahan yang lebih baik tetapi menunjukkan
bagaimana pernikahan anda dapat menolong anda memperdalam hubungan dengan tuhan mulai dari praktik mengampuni kenikmatan bercinta hingga riwayat
kebersamaan yang anda rangkai bersama pasangan anda semuanya berpotensi membawa anda makin mengenal dan bertumbuh dalam karakter kristus disertai
dengan daftar pertanyaan diskusi untuk pasangan dan kelompok kecil buku ini dapat memberi dampak yang besar bagi pernikahan anda setidaknya buku ini akan
mengubah anda sendiri sebab entah menyenangkan atau penuh pergumulan pernikahan anda dapat menjadi sebuah jalan masuk untuk hidup yang lebih dekat
dengan tuhan the egyptian path of love draws on the ancient texts and mythologies of egyptian culture to offer a simple step by step approach to achieving harmony
it provides practical guidance and meditation techniques to awaken and integrate the latent powers of the psyche in our everyday lives gary thomas pastor and
bestselling author of sacred marriage believes that one simple word can bring hope light and life into any marriage cherish most marriages survive by gritting teeth
and holding on but what if surviving marriage wasn t the goal what if we aimed to thrive instead in cherish thomas teaches us that although there are a countless
number of marriages consisting of two people just going through the motions there are real ways this pattern can be reversed when husbands and wives learn to
cherish one another in their everyday actions and words the way we treat something acknowledges whether we cherish it or hold it with indifference or contempt to
truly cherish something is to go out of our way to show it off protect it and honor it we want others to see and recognize and affirm the value that we see thomas
reminds us that in a world desperate for marriage redemption the act of cherishing is needed now more than ever cherishing your spouse will elevate your marriage
relationally emotionally spiritually and even physically you will set different goals for your relationship and you ll see your marriage with fresh eyes through
personal stories real world examples and timeless biblical truths thomas shares the tools you need to turn your marriage around including using your mind to
change your heart sacrificing for your spouse praying with intentionality prioritizing your life partner through the biblical act of cherishing we can empower our
spouses to become who they are called by god to be and in the process to become more of who we are called to be creating a marriage that feels more precious
more connected and more satisfying if you re ready to revolutionize your relationship it s time to learn how to truly cherish it in today s world marriage is rarely
what it could be while psychology contains practical helps it does not solve all that much of the marriage failure problem while it is helpful psychology does not
address the essence of the problem the heart where the spirit lives and is nurtured we all know that marriage takes effort but we rarely tap into the assist that is
available to us in the sacred betrothal bob prezioso explains that marriage is far more a spiritual than a practical experience flourishing joyful marriages have a
spiritual component which requires a different approach the way we need to relate to our spouses is not hidden from us god does not leave us alone in solving the
mysteries of relationship for over three thousand years sages have protected the main concepts of marriage for our benefit we have to look at marriage from god s
perspective not ours bob found the old and new testaments to be god s marriage manual and he provides refreshing insights to what marriage can be when we
follow the guidelines of the god who created us for his most fundamental relationship bob s career in information technology sharpened his analytical skills which he
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brought to his love of scripture because he did not see the kind of marriage he sought in family and friends he went to the time honored principles of scripture for
the game plan he needed he studied the topic for a number of years and has presented those fundamentals with both their hebrew and christian traditions to
provide new insights to god s view of marriage he lives in san antonio texas with his wife epsie they have three children and four grandchildren
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The Sacred Marriage of a Hindu Goddess
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supplemented by a commentary both seek to emphasize how the teaching is

Sacred Marriage
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what if god designed marriage to make you holy instead of happy what if your relationship isn t as much about you and your spouse as it is about you and god in
sacred marriage bestselling author gary thomas uncovers the ways that your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god and with each other join
over one million others who have already uncovered thomas s tips for fostering a sacred marriage within the pages of sacred marriage thomas invites you to see
how god can use your relationship with your spouse as a discipline and a motivation to love god more and reflect more of the character of his son in addition to life
changing insights from scripture church history and time tested wisdom from christian classics you ll find practical advice and techniques to make your marriage
happier by becoming holier husbands and wives in sacred marriage thomas will give you all of the tools you need to turn marital struggles into spiritual and
personal appreciation love your spouse with a stronger sense of purpose confront your weaknesses and sin in order to grow your relationship with god and with
your spouse partner in the spiritual growth and character formation of your spouse transform a tired marriage into a relationship filled with awe and respect thomas
reveals that sacred marriages teach us to love god and others well by fostering a healthy sex life a strong prayer life and a rich spiritual life god uses our marriages
to help us grow in character in prayer in worship and in service we just have to recognize that the purpose of marriage is holiness not happiness each copy also
includes thought provoking discussion questions designed to spark conversation between couples and small groups allowing you to dive deeper into the lessons that
thomas shares in sacred marriage join the one million others who have already started on their journey to transforming their relationship with their spouses and
with their creator
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the title of this volume sacred marriages consciously plays with the traditional concept of sacred marriage but the plural form sacred marriages gives the reader an
idea that something more is at stake here than a monomaniacal idea of manifestations deriving from a single prototype following the guidelines of one of the
contributors ruben zimmermann the editors tentatively define sacred marriage as a real or symbolic union of two complementary entities imagined as gendered in a
religious context sacred marriages plural then refers to various expressions of this kind of union in different cultures that seek to overcome to cite zimmermann
again the great dualism of human and cosmic existence the subtitle indicates that the contributors are primarily interested in different aspects of the divine human
sexual metaphor that is the imagining and reenactment of a gendered relationship between the human and divine worlds this metaphor which is essentially about
relationship rather than sexual acts can find textual ritual mythical and social expressions in different times and places indeed the sacred marriage ritual itself
should be considered not a manifestation of the sacralized power of sexuality experienced in sexual intercourse but one way of objectifying the divine human sexual
metaphor
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caroline s intimate communications with jesus and mary magdalene open a window on one of the greatest love stories ever told their messages full of heart and
knowledge will heal humanity s fractured vision of the sacred marriage apart from revealing their mission and the true nature of their relationship jesus and mary
magdalene s teachings touch subjects like intuition integrity discernment intimacy sexuality the cosmic orgasm and the re awakening of the feminine consciousness
on earth in this time of global change this book supplies its readers with a sound roadmap to go by
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couples can change the path of their marriage through the lessons on the purpose of marriage from the popular book sacred marriage now in a gift format includes
devotions excerpts from sacred marriage and scriptures from the new international version makes a perfect wedding or shower gift

The Joy of a Sacred Marriage
2020

the primary purpose of this study is to increase understanding of sumerian sacred marriage by approaching it from a comparative perspective more generally it is
hoped that the study will illustrate the fruitfulness of the comparative approach for the study of sumerian religion and royal ideology and that it will prove useful to
the other fields of study whose sources were used as the comparative evidence the comparative evidence includes sources from six different fields of study
assyriology first and second millennium love lyrics and rituals biblical studies the song of songs classics graeco roman philosophies chaldean oracles gnostic studies
jewish mysticism kabbalah and indology hindu rites and myths ancient egyptian and ugaritic evidence is also used part one of the study presents and analyzes the
primary evidence for the sumerian sacred marriage starting with the sumerian love song corpus also known as the dumuzi inanna di love songs in addition to the
love song corpus the evidence discussed in part one includes second millennium literary texts and royal inscriptions referring to a marital relationship between the
ruling king and inanna istar part two analyzes and discusses the constituent elements of the sumerian sacred marriage the actors of the marriage and the timing
and scene of the related ritual at this point some comparison with the parallel material is inevitable part three presents the comparative evidence and a detailed
analysis of the thematic elements shared by the different traditions this section also includes a discussion of the concept of the soul in mesopotamia and in other
parts of the ancient world concepts of the netherworld and afterlife in mesopotamia are also examined

Sacred Marriage
2004

in this six session small group bible study dvd digital video sold separately sacred marriage writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use
marriage as a discipline and a motivation to reflect more of the character of jesus your marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse it is a
spiritual discipline ideally suited to help you know god more fully and intimately sacred marriage shifts the focus from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment in
ways that can help you love your mate more whether it is delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god everything about
your marriage from the history you and your spouse create to the love you share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek by turn is filled with the capacity to help
you grow in christ s character sessions include god s purpose for marriage more than we imagine the refining power of marriage the god centered spouse sacred
history sexual saints marriage the love laboratory designed for use with the sacred marriage video study sold separately
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The Sumerian Sacred Marriage in the Light of Comparative Evidence
2015-08-04

the perfect gift for engaged newlywed or married couples this two in one book and devotional from bestselling author gary thomas helps couples discover how
marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god and each other marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse from the love you
share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek in turn it is a spiritual discipline ideally suited to help you know god more fully and intimately shifting the focus
from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment thomas offers practical tools and techniques to make your marriage happier by becoming holier husbands and
wives this special edition two in one book and devotional includes sacred marriage starting with the discovery that the goal of marriage goes beyond personal
happiness writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use your marriage as a discipline and a motivation to love him more and reflect more of
the character of his son devotions for a sacred marriage a companion to sacred marriage this book of 52 devotions encourages you to build your marriage around
god s priorities from learning to live with a fellow sinner to the process of two becoming one to sharing our lives as brothers and sisters in christ devotions for a
sacred marriage challenges couples to embrace the profound and soul stretching reality of christian marriage

Sacred Marriage Bible Study Participant's Guide
2011-04-05

deepen your relationship with your partner through honoring the goddess and god within each of you follow a step by step plan to build a sacred relationship via
meditating celebrating life s cycles practicing sacred sexuality and more includes over a dozen beautiful wiccan rituals written especially for couples including the
powerful sacred marriage ceremony

Sacred Marriage Gift Edition
1995-02-28

do you consider your marriage to be holy what if holier meant having a happier marriage your marriage is more than a sacred covenant with your spouse it is a
relationship god uses to help you know him more trust him more fully and love him more deeply devotions for a sacred marriage written by gary thomas explores
how god can reveal himself to you through your marriage and help you grow closer to him as well as to your spouse this devotional provides 52 weekly devotions
offering practical and biblical wisdom for nurturing your marriage as an expression of your love for god insights that build upon principles to create a strong
marriage marriage advice applicable for newlyweds and couples married for several years couples will discover closure in ongoing marital issues simple tactics to
handle disagreements ways to improve communication actionable ways individuals can identify their strengths and weaknesses devotions for a sacred marriage
invites you to experience life as god created it and called you to live it

The Sacred Marriage
2000-02-01

sacred marriage is a book for lovers it offers commentary on the song of songs that is at once visual and textual aiming to delight the eye and enrich the spirit it
contains a contemporary translation of the song and the classic king james version as well as a line by line commentary here is a perfect wedding or engagement
gift
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Sacred Marriage
2017-05-02

god calls women to influence and move their husbands in positive ways applying the concepts from his bestseller sacred marriage gary thomas offers a view through
a man s eyes here s the inside scoop on what men find motivating with inspiring real life stories of women who are employing this knowledge to transform their
marriages sacred influence doesn t flinch from difficult marital problems but by using this faith focused approach you ll see how to help your husband become the
man god intends him to be at the same time god will shape you to be the woman he designed you to be god has given godly women a wonderful power to influence
and encourage their husbands what s the secret this book will provide challenges examples and hope to women who want to love their husbands well and be loved
well in return dennis rainey president of family life

Devotions for a Sacred Marriage
1969

considers that god s primary intent for marriage is not to promote happiness as much as it is to promote holiness citing within marriage the potiential for enabling
each partner to discover and reveal christ s character reprint

The Sacred Marriage Rite
1997

dionysos one of the most misunderstood of the gods is a masculine energy that brings us back to life and vitality in a way that includes deep partnership with the
feminine through the exploration of the love story of ariadne and dionysos alchemy of the heart takes us on an archetypal adventure into an ancient world where the
dance of masculine and feminine ignites fullness of being in both men and women from the shadowy labyrinth of minos to the sacred initiation chamber at pompeii
alchemy of the heart travels the landscape of both the outer world and the inner psyche as it points the way past contemporary hedonism and pornography
addiction into a dionysian world of joy vibrant sexuality and spiritual transcendence a solid and important work of scholarship that is a must read for those doing
depth psychological work aguilar mines the myth of dionysos and ariadne for its insights into expanding jungian notions about the animus and a woman s journey to
wholeness in the process she updates jungian thought to match emerging ways of seeing gender the feminine and the masculine in our time carol s pearson ph d
author of persephone rising the hero within and awakening the heroes within former president of pacifica graduate institute joseph campbell showed us the mythic
mysteries now marina aguilar unlocks the secrets of ecstatic teachings alchemy of the heart is a breakthrough work on our divine connection to nature and the
playful wisdom of the body jonathan young ph d psychologist founding curator joseph campbell archives a superb study of the myth of dionysos through the lens of
jung s spiritual alchemy focusing on the sacred marriage of dionysos and ariadne the author illuminates the journey to wholeness both horizontal and vertical
revealing a power to heal not only a broken psyche but a broken world aguilar s meditative exegesis on the dionysian initiation chamber in the villa of mysteries at
pompeii is a model of transcendence at the heart of plato s noetic philosophy this is a penetrating reading bringing to life an ancient yet timeless myth michael p
morrissey ph d author of consciousness and transcendence the theology of eric voegelin marina aguilar received her master s degree in counseling psychology at
pacifica graduate institute santa barbara and has been a practicing depth psychotherapist and educator since 1990 she specializes in individuation as a spiritual as
well as soul process her expertise in mythology comparative religion spiritual alchemy and the ancient mystery school teachings serves as a valuable tool in working
with archetypal themes as they emerge in day to day life imagination art and dreams having lived in the united states mexico and europe her work bridges cultures
continents and spiritual modalities and focuses on increasing consciousness and wholeness within the individual and society as a whole
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Sacred Marriage
2009-05-26

this book represents a new direction in the study of religion and marriage by using a postmodern theoretical framework focusing on gendered discourse and culture
to examine the meaning of sacred marriage within social contexts drawing upon data from in depth interviews of couples in long term sacred marriages living in the
american midwest together with an analysis of christian marriage advice manuals sacred marriages explores how couples use religious and nonreligious discourses
and cultures to give their marriages meaning and how those sacred meanings are used in their daily lives and the spaces that they embody the study shows how
religious and secular beliefs are combined to formulate cultural strategies for approaching the sacralization of marriage and how religious and nonreligious
discourses and cultures are ordered depending on circumstances and social contexts this often results in other relationships being subordinated in favour of the
sacred bond believed to exist between husband and wife the book argues that sacred marriage is a malleable concept as people bend religious culture to form new
and altered sacred marriages during emotional extremes a thoughtful examination of long term christian marriages this volume will appeal to scholars of religion
and sociology with interests in marriage and the family

Sacred Influence
2009-03-20

in this six session small group bible study sacred marriage writer and speaker gary thomas invites you to see how god can use marriage as a discipline and a
motivation to reflect more of the character of jesus your marriage is much more than a union between you and your spouse it is a spiritual discipline ideally suited to
help you know god more fully and intimately sacred marriage shifts the focus from marital enrichment to spiritual enrichment in ways that can help you love your
mate more whether it is delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god everything about your marriage from the history you
and your spouse create to the love you share to the forgiveness you both offer and seek by turn is filled with the capacity to help you grow in christ s character in
addition to life changing insights you ll find a wealth of discussion questions in this participant s guide that will spark meaningful conversation in your group
between you and your spouse or to simply ponder by yourself you ll also find self assessments activities and highlights all created to help you engage deeply and
prayerfully with the content of this study sessions include god s purpose for marriage more than we imagine 24 30 the refining power of marriage 12 30 the god
centered spouse 17 30 sacred history 21 00 sexual saints 23 00 marriage the love laboratory 20 30 this pack contains one participant s guide and one dvd

Sacred Marriage
2017-11-21

this study is based on an application of jungian psychology to the love theme in the central books of the faerie queene it elucidates the connection that spenser
makes between spiritual unfolding and the complementary interaction of the masculine and feminine throughout the poem

Alchemy of The Heart
2018-06-14

originally presented as the author s thesis doctoral university of zurich 1990 91
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Sacred Marriages
2015-08-18

this book is all about understanding the true meaning of sacred marriage and divine love for creating the soulmate relationships with the spouse and god a true love
never runs smoothly therefore everyone has to learn about how to make the path of loving relationship smooth and how to turn his her mate into a soulmate for
moving together on this path of marriage happily this is possible only when one learns not only the fun and enjoyable parts of marriage but also the difficult parts
which frustrate him or her sometimes to understand each other properly this book will help the reader to understand all these issues at deeper levels one by one as
listed below grand design of god of men and womenhow to activate physical mental spiritual emotional and sexual energiespurpose of sacred marriagebuilding good
relationships with everyoneenhancing marital relationship through intimacy love and sexunderstanding universal spiritual lawscreating soulmate relationships with
the spouse and godproper sex education for everyonetransmutation of sexual energy

Sacred Marriage Participant's Guide with DVD
1987

happy is good holy is better your marriage is more than a sacred covenant with another person it is a spiritual discipline designed to help you know god better trust
him more fully and love him more deeply what if god s primary intent for your marriage isn t to make you happy but holy sacred marriage doesn t just offer
techniques to make a marriage happier it does contain practical tools but what married christians most need is help in becoming holier husbands and wives sacred
marriage offers that help with insights from scripture church history time tested wisdom from christian classics and examples from today s marriages sacred
marriage reveals how marriage trains us to love god and others well how it exposes sin and makes us more aware of god s presence how good marriages foster good
prayer how married sex feeds the spiritual life and more the revised edition of sacred marriage takes into account the ways men s and women s roles have expanded
since the book was first written it has been streamlined to be a faster read without losing the depth that so many readers have valued sacred marriage uncovers the
mystery of god s overarching purpose this book may very well alter profoundly the contours of your marriage it will most certainly change you because whether it is
delightful or difficult your marriage can become a doorway to a closer walk with god and to a spiritual integrity that like salt seasons the world around you with the
savor of christ

The Sacred Marriage
1991

spanish edition how god uses marriage as a discipline and motivation to love him more and reflect the character of his son

Sacred Marriage in the Rituals of Greek Religion
2019-01-26

every day in simple ways we can make ourselves available to fully see through eyes of love the inner journey of no distance to illumined awareness leads us to
seeing the sacredness in all creation and in the spaces in between revering everything even what we may at first have perceived as mundane or insignificant we
understand the creative power of our thoughts words and actions and their impact on ourselves and our planet we deeply understand the significance of our part in
creating a radiant world our multi faceted multi dimensional ever glowing inner light of infinite wisdom is here now awaiting our acknowledgement acceptance and
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embrace pin pointed in the golden now our every step is guided by the virtues of the divine love that we are merging our polarities and fragments and returning to
wholeness oneness alchemically creating heaven on earth the inner and outer are one through every chapter we rise up and up and go out and deep within reaching
infinity our feet are firm from here i see

Sacred Marriage
2018-03-29

marriage h g wells happy is good holy is better your marriage is in excess of a sacrosanct pledge with someone else it is an otherworldly discipline intended to assist
you with knowing god better trust him all the more completely and love him all the more profoundly consider the possibility that god s essential expectation for your
marriage isn t to fulfill you yet heavenly sacrosanct marriage doesn t simply offer procedures to make a marriage more joyful it contains reasonable devices yet
what wedded christians most need is help in becoming holier married couples consecrated marriage offers that assistance with bits of knowledge from scripture
church history dependable insight from christian works of art and models from the present relationships sacrosanct marriage uncovers how marriage trains us to
adore god and others well how it uncovered sin and makes us more mindful of god s essence how acceptable relationships encourage great supplication how hitched
sex takes care of the profound life and then some the reexamined release of sacred marriage considers the ways people s jobs have extended since the book was
first composed it has been smoothed out to be a quicker perused without losing the profundity that such countless perusers have esteemed holy marriage uncovers
the secret of god s general reason this book might just adjust significantly the shapes of your marriage it will unquestionably transform you since whether it is
wonderful or troublesome your marriage can turn into an entryway to a nearer walk with god and to an otherworldly trustworthiness that similar to salt seasons
your general surroundings with the relish of christ and was originally published in 1912 herbert george wells was born on september 21st 1866 at atlas house 46
high street bromley kent he was the youngest of four siblings and his family affectionately knew him as bertie the first few years of his childhood were spent fairly
quietly and wells didnt display much literary interest until in 1874 he accidentally broke his leg and was left to recover in bed largely entertained by the library
books his father regularly brought him through these wells found he could escape the boredom and misery of his bed and convalescence by exploring the new
worlds he encountered in these books from these humble beginnings began a career that was after several delays to be seen as one of the most brilliant of modern
english writers able to write comfortably in a number of genres he was especially applauded for his science fiction works such as the time machine and war of the
worlds but his forays into the social conditions of the times with classics such as kipps were almost as commercially successful his short stories are miniature
masterpieces many of which bring new and incredible ideas of science fiction to the edge of present day science fact wells also received four nominations for the
nobel prize in literature despite a strong and lasting second marriage his affairs with other women also brought the complications of fathering other children his
writings and work against fascism as well as the promotion of socialism brought him into increasing doubts with and opposition to religion his writings on what the
world could be in works such as a modern utopia are thought provoking as well as being plausible especially when viewed from the distressing times they were
written in his diabetic condition pushed him to create what is now the largest diabetes charity in the united kingdom wells even found the time to run twice for
parliament it was a long distinguished and powerfully successful career by the time he died aged 79 on august 13th 1946

Marriage
2005-09

with a history that of open marriages staggering divorce rates single parent homes shacking up with significant others and living together and often troubled
blended families it seems that the option of a happy life long marriage no longer exists in today s secularized feminized world of radical individualism yet hidden
under this shabby veneer most persons still long for something still desire real meaning still feel the pull towards permanence a romantic ideal to be completed it
just won t go away this ideal real marriage survives as a dream though this joyful state cannot be found in any of the alternatives available from a secular world that
s devoid of absolutes and allows any unhappy permutation is there any hope there is but it doesn t lie in constantly trying to redefine marriage and consistently
failing to make anyone s life better it lies in returning to what sacred marriage was always meant to be a sacrament of life that however can only be found if we
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return to being what we ourselves were always meant to be spiritual beings that are larger than the material world and actually grasp what it means to love and risk
loving want to know how look inside

Matrimonio Sagrado
2016-08-29

the bestselling author of sacred marriage offers hope to women who want to strengthen and transform their marriages into the profoundly deep relationships god
intended women you re not alone in your marriage you never have been and you never will be while it may not always feel like it god wants you to have a
relationally healthy emotionally engaged and spiritually mature husband in loving him well previously titled sacred influence gary thomas builds on concepts from
his bestselling book sacred marriage to reveal the inner workings of a man s heart and mind he delves into scriptures that help women gain biblical insight to
influence their husbands exploring the research of neuroscientists trained counselors and abuse victim advocates gary also interviews dozens of wives to find what
has worked and what hasn t as they ve sought to build the best marriage possible with new stories and fresh illustrations to help wives understand love and
influence their husbands loving him well offers encouragement biblically based support and practical applications for the transformation of your marriage drawing
you and your husband closer together the way god intended perfect for women in good marriages who want a great marriage women who feel invisible or
marginalized in their marriage engaged or newly married women who want to start investing in their marriage from the start you ll discover the influence you can
gain and the peace of mind you can build when you go first to god for your worth validation protection and provision and then learn how to use that platform to help
your husband draw closer to you and closer to god loving him well includes study questions at the end of each chapter and is also available in spanish amándolo
bien

Through Eyes of Love I See
2021-11-13

have you ever wondered whether your marriage could have an impact beyond yourself and your immediate family this question became embedded in our minds
after listening to a talk by gary thomas author of sacred marriage a lifelong love on a christian radio channel where he asked listeners to ponder the question of
whether god created marriage for our holiness rather than for our happiness the idea for this marriage programme was therefore birthed from pondering the
question what if

Marriage
2004-01-01

the sacred art of marriage explores married life as an art studio with fifty two tools to creatively craft your spiritual life together drawing upon the fourth chapter of
the rule of st benedict this book offers married couples fifty two weeks of spiritual practices and ancient wisdom to deepen your marriage newlywed couples
planning and preparing for married life will encounter in this book a variety of creative plans and patterns to put into practice including daily weekly seasonal and
annual patterns of healthy married living journeying through a year of marriage readers move seasonally through this four part book from summer into fall through
winter and around to spring in the sacred art of marriage you ll discover ancient wisdom and practical ways to deepen your spiritual life together across seasons as
you grow together in god s gift of marriage
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The Sacred Marriage
2008-12

pernikahan anda lebih dari sebuah perjanjian yang kudus dengan seseorang pernikahan anda adalah sebuah disiplin rohani yang dirancang untuk menolong anda
mengenal tuhan lebih baik memercayai nya lebih penuh dan mengasihi nya lebih dalam sacred marriage diakui sebagai sebuah karya modern yang setara dengan
berbagai literatur klasik perspektifnya yang unik dan menginspirasi tentang pernikahan sebagai sebuah disiplin rohani telah memengaruhi banyak pemimpin gereja
guru guru di berbagai bidang dan ribuan pembaca di seluruh dunia buku karya gary thomas ini tidak memberitahu anda bagaimana caranya membangun
pernikahan yang lebih baik tetapi menunjukkan bagaimana pernikahan anda dapat menolong anda memperdalam hubungan dengan tuhan mulai dari praktik
mengampuni kenikmatan bercinta hingga riwayat kebersamaan yang anda rangkai bersama pasangan anda semuanya berpotensi membawa anda makin mengenal
dan bertumbuh dalam karakter kristus disertai dengan daftar pertanyaan diskusi untuk pasangan dan kelompok kecil buku ini dapat memberi dampak yang besar
bagi pernikahan anda setidaknya buku ini akan mengubah anda sendiri sebab entah menyenangkan atau penuh pergumulan pernikahan anda dapat menjadi sebuah
jalan masuk untuk hidup yang lebih dekat dengan tuhan

The Philosophy of Love
2018-02-06

the egyptian path of love draws on the ancient texts and mythologies of egyptian culture to offer a simple step by step approach to achieving harmony it provides
practical guidance and meditation techniques to awaken and integrate the latent powers of the psyche in our everyday lives

Loving Him Well
2019-04-12

gary thomas pastor and bestselling author of sacred marriage believes that one simple word can bring hope light and life into any marriage cherish most marriages
survive by gritting teeth and holding on but what if surviving marriage wasn t the goal what if we aimed to thrive instead in cherish thomas teaches us that although
there are a countless number of marriages consisting of two people just going through the motions there are real ways this pattern can be reversed when husbands
and wives learn to cherish one another in their everyday actions and words the way we treat something acknowledges whether we cherish it or hold it with
indifference or contempt to truly cherish something is to go out of our way to show it off protect it and honor it we want others to see and recognize and affirm the
value that we see thomas reminds us that in a world desperate for marriage redemption the act of cherishing is needed now more than ever cherishing your spouse
will elevate your marriage relationally emotionally spiritually and even physically you will set different goals for your relationship and you ll see your marriage with
fresh eyes through personal stories real world examples and timeless biblical truths thomas shares the tools you need to turn your marriage around including using
your mind to change your heart sacrificing for your spouse praying with intentionality prioritizing your life partner through the biblical act of cherishing we can
empower our spouses to become who they are called by god to be and in the process to become more of who we are called to be creating a marriage that feels more
precious more connected and more satisfying if you re ready to revolutionize your relationship it s time to learn how to truly cherish it

Great Expectations
1997
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in today s world marriage is rarely what it could be while psychology contains practical helps it does not solve all that much of the marriage failure problem while it
is helpful psychology does not address the essence of the problem the heart where the spirit lives and is nurtured we all know that marriage takes effort but we
rarely tap into the assist that is available to us in the sacred betrothal bob prezioso explains that marriage is far more a spiritual than a practical experience
flourishing joyful marriages have a spiritual component which requires a different approach the way we need to relate to our spouses is not hidden from us god does
not leave us alone in solving the mysteries of relationship for over three thousand years sages have protected the main concepts of marriage for our benefit we have
to look at marriage from god s perspective not ours bob found the old and new testaments to be god s marriage manual and he provides refreshing insights to what
marriage can be when we follow the guidelines of the god who created us for his most fundamental relationship bob s career in information technology sharpened
his analytical skills which he brought to his love of scripture because he did not see the kind of marriage he sought in family and friends he went to the time
honored principles of scripture for the game plan he needed he studied the topic for a number of years and has presented those fundamentals with both their
hebrew and christian traditions to provide new insights to god s view of marriage he lives in san antonio texas with his wife epsie they have three children and four
grandchildren

The Sacred Marriage
1986

The Sacred Fire
2016-01-27

The Sacred Art of Marriage
2013-02-20

Sacred Marriage
2005

The Sacred Marriage and the Swastika on Indus Seals and Tablets
2007

The Egyptian Path of Love
2017-01-10
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Cherish
2017

HEART YOGA
2012-12-01

The Sacred Betrothal
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